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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL 

CRIMINAL DIVISION 

ON APPEAL FROM THE CROWN COURT AT CUMBERLAND LODGE 

(LAWS J AND A JURY) 

BETWEEN: 

WILLIAM GRUFF (A Goat) 

Appellant 

- and -

REGINA 

Respondent 

_____________________________________________________ 

SKELETON ARGUMENT OF THE APPELLANT 

_____________________________________________________ 

Introduction 

1. The appellant was convicted of murder. Permission to appeal was granted by

Goldilocks J on 2 grounds:

a. The Judge misdirected the jury in relation to the statutory test for self-

defence;

b. The jury should have been directed that before they could convict, they

had to be sure the prosecution had proved that the force used was

unreasonable.

2. The Court will be familiar with S76 CJIA 2008 (attached as Appendix A): A’s

case is that he was acting in self-defence (2)(a); and genuinely (4)(b) and

reasonably (4)(a) believed his own life to be at risk (3); and used a plainly

proportionate degree of force (6); whilst being neither able, nor being afforded
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any opportunity to retreat (6A); but rather doing only what he honestly and 

instinctively thought was necessary for progressing over a bridge which was, 

on the evidence, in common or council ownership1. Nor, although it is 

accepted that goats generally enjoy the odd pint2 was there any evidence of 

drunkenness in this case, and the Appellant is in any event a lifelong 

teetotaller and member of the Salvation Arme-e-eh. 

Ground 1: Self Defence 

3. A submits that the proper question is set out in Keane v McGrath [2010] EWCA

Crim 2514. Insofar as this ground is concerned that question is whether A

believed or may have believed that it was necessary to use force to defend

himself from an attack or imminent attack on himself. The question is

subjective.

4. The answer is plain: the deceased sought to attack A, threatening to kill him

and then to dispose of his remains in a particularly ingoat way. The thing

speaks for itself. A merely wished to enjoy the grass on the other side of the

bridge – a desire with which the Court will, no doubt, be sympathetic.

5. Once that question was answered in the affirmative (as A contends it would

have been), it was for R to disprove self-defence to the criminal standard. It is

submitted that the appropriate direction would have been as follows:

“Mr Gruff has admitted striking the deceased with his horns, but says he was not

acting unlawfully but in lawful self-defence. The prosecution must prove the case, so

it is for them to make you sure that Mr Gruff was the aggressor and was not acting

in lawful self-defence.

The law of self-defence is really just common sense. If someone is or believes they are

under attack or are about to be attacked, they are entitled to defend themselves. In this

case Mr Gruff says he struck the deceased because the deceased was threatening to kill

1 It is acknowledged that the deceased said the bridge was his (although his reaction to civil trespass was in any 
event wholly disproportionate and irrational), but no title deeds were ever adduced to support that 
proposition. As the Court will be aware, possession of the under-structure confers no right of ownership on 
the structure above without specific demise – any right of support would run entirely the other way.   
2 https://goatowner.com/can-goats-drink-beer/ 
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and eat him, and had run at him, clearly intending to do exactly that. Mr Gruff thus 

believed that he needed to defend himself.  

6. The Judge, with the very greatest of every conceivable respect, elided the issue

of the belief in self-defence with the separate question of reasonable force (see

below); made the test objective and failed to direct the jury’s attention to the

facts of the case, thereby making its task far more difficult than necessary.

7. He seems then to have taken a special verdict – in circumstances that did not

merit it – which demonstrates that the jury, asked the wrong question, will

provide the wrong answer. By telling the jury effectively to ignore Mr Gruff’s

own view, the jury were invited to focus on the unfortunate death of Mr

Horrible-Troll3, rather than the surrounding facts.

Ground 2 Reasonable Force 

8. In accordance with principle set out in Palmer v R [1971], AC 814 by Lord

Morris, it is submitted that the force used by A was reasonable in all the

circumstances as A believed them to be: whether the belief itself was

reasonably held is irrelevant.

9. In the case of Shaw v The Queen [2001] UKPC 26, the conviction for murder

was quashed as the judge had misdirected the jury by failing to instruct them

to consider the subjective element. It is submitted that, although the facts are

not identical, the decision in Shaw is (like Billy himself) on all fours with the

index case.

10. The court should also apply R v Whyte - [1987] 3 All ER 416, that what is

deemed reasonable will depend on the nature of the attack upon A:

a. The level of force used by A was marginal in comparison to the relative

strength of the deceased and A.

3 A quite separate family from the Cute-Trolls, as seen in recent motion pictures. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Billy_Goats_Gruff#:~:text=They%20must%20first%20cross%20a,tries%20
to%20cross%20the%20bridge.&text=The%20big%20billy%20goat%20gruff,by%20the%20current%20and%20dr
owned (A relying on the words “fearsome and hideous” in the Encyclopaedia of Record). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Billy_Goats_Gruff#:~:text=They%20must%20first%20cross%20a,tries%20to%20cross%20the%20bridge.&text=The%20big%20billy%20goat%20gruff,by%20the%20current%20and%20drowned
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Billy_Goats_Gruff#:~:text=They%20must%20first%20cross%20a,tries%20to%20cross%20the%20bridge.&text=The%20big%20billy%20goat%20gruff,by%20the%20current%20and%20drowned
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Billy_Goats_Gruff#:~:text=They%20must%20first%20cross%20a,tries%20to%20cross%20the%20bridge.&text=The%20big%20billy%20goat%20gruff,by%20the%20current%20and%20drowned
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b. The nature of the force used was instinctive – merely to push the

deceased out of the way in order to cross the bridge.

c. A was desperate and acted to save his own life in two ways: first, to

reach the food that would allow him to live. Secondly to defend himself

against attack. There were no other means to avoid the confrontation.

d. As the authoritative learned text on the topic makes clear, A was

unwilling to use excessive force due to inherent cowardice4.

11. For the reasons stated above, the use of force was reasonable in the

circumstances, and the Court should quash the conviction.

Conclusion 

12. Based on our submissions, we respectfully submit that the appeal be allowed.

Cinderella Chambers, 
Out of London. 

26th September 2022 SIMON MYERSON QC 
HA LINH PHAM

4 https://medium.com/@andrewboddicker/why-didnt-the-big-billy-goat-gruff-just-cross-the-bridge-first-
fe7d3cfdc13f 
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